
Welcome to the ACN Energy Accreditation Training. 
At the end of this training, you’ll be accredited to refer customers to ACN’s 
energy partner in Australia – SUMO POWER.
Also please note that we will refer to SUMO POWER as SUMO throughout 
these modules 
But before we begin…
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Within Consumer Protection Legislation there are 2 further laws to be aware 
of:

The key law regulating consumer protection is the Competition and Consumer 
Act 2010 (CCA). The Australian Consumer Law (ACL) 1 January 2011 is 
included as Schedule 2 in that law and forms part of the CCA
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The Competition and Consumer Act (CCA) contains overarching laws that 
protect consumers buying goods and services from businesses – this includes 
the Australian Consumer Law or “ACL”.

This law is the single, national consumer law giving consumers the same 
protection, and businesses the same obligations across Australia

• It regulates the negotiation of consumer contracts; and
• includes existing misleading and deceptive conduct and unconscionable 

conduct provisions and new unfair practices provisions.
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The 2nd type of legislation is Energy Specific, which provides the industry 
benchmark on how energy retailers commence, apply, and terminate contracts 
with customers.

SUMO is obliged to provide staff and agents with a broad understanding of 
the regulatory and legal requirements of selling and supplying energy to 
consumers.

Let’s take a closer look…
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1. The State based rules, which come under the national energy laws, are 
broken out into the National Energy Retail Rules, and the Energy Retail Code: 

2.The National Energy Retail Rules apply in NSW, QLD, SA, TAS, and the 
ACT. The Energy Retail Code applies in VIC. 

3.These state specific regulations & codes set the MINIMUM standards for the 
sale and supply of energy to relevant consumers. 
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The Victorian Energy Retail Code also known as the (ERC) applies to 
customers in Victoria

All of the states have a set of rules energy retailers must follow when selling 
energy to customers.

The Victorian Energy Retail Code covers areas including:
customer contracts
billing disputes
payment difficulties
contents of bills.
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The Code of Conduct for Marketing Retail Energy for Victoria applies to:
all domestic consumers
small business consumers who consume less than 40MWh of electricity per 
year
small business consumers who consume less than 1000GJ of gas per year

The code aims to:
- protect consumers
- promote consumer confidence in the retail energy industry by identifying high 
standards of behavior for marketing energy
- promote honesty, fairness and disclosure of information to consumers
- reinforce that energy retail contracts are made with informed customer 

consent.
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Energy Specific Legislation covers 4 major areas of governance:
1. Connection
2. Billing
3. Disconnection
4. Credit Management
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Finally, it’s important to also understand Explicit Informed Consent, which is 
mandatory on all sales.

There are 3 components:

1. Explicit - This means that the customer has been told clearly, fully and in 
simple terms matters relevant to the consent of the customer,
2. Informed - The customer knows exactly what they are consenting to and 
fully understand all aspects of the agreement,
3. Consent – The customer must complete the EIC check boxes during the 
sign up process or provide verbal EIC when they place a call to the SUMO call 
centre agents.
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There are 2 ways a customer can provide their explicit informed consent, via 
Online Sign up and over the phone.  
Let’s begin with online sign up… 

1. Online Sign Up
ü The customer follows the online journey on the ACN SUMO portal, via 

your Personal IBO Website
ü The customer uses their own mobile number to proceed through the 2-

factor SMS authentication, entering their unique one-time code
ü The customer reads all required terms and conditions during the online 

journey, absorbing and understanding all agreement details 
ü Once the customer understands and accepts all terms and conditions, 

they can complete the online sign-up by ticking the relevant EIC boxes 
at the conclusion of the sales process.
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The second way to gain Explicit Informed Consent from your customer is 
through Telephone Sign Up

1. SUMO Call Centre agent speaks with the customer to confirm the details of 
the contract 

2. The agent follows a script to ensure they are providing all necessary detail 
to the customer 

3. The agent obtains EIC in a recorded call. 

By obtaining their Explicit Informed Consent (EIC), this indicates their 
agreement to enter into a contract with SUMO.
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Here are some examples of retailers not gaining Explicit informed Consent
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Let’s go through a case study for explicit informed consent in the online 
signup.

1 You have a customer who wishes to sign up to SUMO but is busy and asks 
for you to complete the signup for them. 
2 You perform the sign up, entering the customer’s mobile number and contact 
details. 
3 You call the customer to obtain their unique 2-factor SMS authentication 
code to complete the online signup. 
4 You check the EIC box on behalf of the customer. 

This is a breach. 
The customer has not provided their explicit informed consent, you have 
submitted the sale yourself and provided the customer’s information and are 
not authorised to do so. 
This is a fraudulent sign-up and the sale is non-compliant. This will result in 
immediate termination of your IBO Agreement. 
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Let’s look at another scenario. 

Your customer is busy and asks you to complete their online application. 
You oblige and use your own mobile number to receive the unique 2-factor 
authentication code via SMS. 

This is a breach. 
The customer has not provided their explicit informed consent, you have 
submitted the sale yourself and are not authorised to do so. Furthermore, you 
have provided incorrect contact details to SUMO. 
Not only can this result in future billing issues for your customer but 
SUMO will be unable to reach the customer should there be any account 
or connection issues needing to be addressed on their account.

This is a fraudulent sign-up and the sale is non-compliant. This will result in 
immediate termination of your IBO Agreement. 
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Let’s look at another scenario. 

Your customer is busy and asks you to complete their online application. They 
also request that you manage their account.  
You agree and use your own mobile number to receive the unique 2-factor 
authentication code via SMS. 
You then use your contact details (including email address) to proceed and 
you check the EIC boxes to submit the application. 

This is a breach. 
The customer has not provided their explicit informed consent, you have 
submitted the sale yourself and are not authorised to do so. Furthermore, you 
have provided incorrect contact details to SUMO. This can result in issues for 
your customer as they will not receive any email communication, including 
invoices. 

This is a fraudulent sign-up and the sale is non-compliant. This will result in 
immediate termination of your IBO Agreement. 
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So, what should you do in this scenario? 
Let’s try again…

Your customer is busy and asks you to perform the online signup on their 
behalf.

You politely decline and provide the customer with a link to your Personal IBO 
Website and SUMO

They complete their sign-up online in the comfort of their home, using their 
mobile number to obtain their 2-factor authentication code via SMS. 

This is a compliant sign up. 
The customer has been provided with all required information, they have 
provided their own contact details, and have submitted their EIC personally.
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Your customer asks for your assistance to complete their SUMO application. 

You sit with a customer at the computer and guide them through the online 
sign-up. 

You take their verbal instruction to complete the check boxes and perform this 
task yourself.

This is a breach. 
The customer has not provided their explicit informed consent, nor have they 
reviewed the full terms and conditions of the agreement. You have submitted 
the sale yourself and are not authorised to do so. This is a fraudulent sign-up 
and the sale is non-compliant. This will result in termination of your IBO 
Agreement. 
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Here’s another example. 

You send a prospective customer a link to your Personal IBO Website. 

The customer completes their sign-up online in the comfort of their home. And 
tick the EIC boxes. 

This is a compliant sign up. 
The customer has been provided with all required information and submitted 
their EIC personally.
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Your Customer has trouble understanding English and asks you to help 
perform the sign-up by acting as an interpreter.
Even though you speak the customer’s native language, you politely decline 
and instruct them to use SUMO interpreter service. 

This is a compliant sale. 
You are not legally capable to perform this function – only SUMO and SUMO’s 
interpreter services can do this. 
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Your customer asks for your assistance to complete their SUMO application. 

You sit with a customer at the computer and guide them through the online 
sign-up. 

You take their verbal instruction to complete the check boxes and perform this 
task yourself.

This is a breach. 
The customer has not provided their explicit informed consent, nor have they 
reviewed the full terms and conditions of the agreement. You have submitted 
the sale yourself and are not authorised to do so. This is a fraudulent sign-up 
and the sale is non-compliant. This will result in termination of your IBO 
Agreement. 
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This is so important because of the consequences for all parties involved. 
For the customer… 
- Not receiving bills from SUMO
- Not receiving communication from SUMO
- Potential delays in application/  connection 
- Not fully informed about the offer, and T&Cs or their obligations 

For you as an IBO… 
- Termination of your IBO Agreement. 

Furthermore, failure to adhere to these processes can result in potential 
regulatory action against both SUMO and ACN. 
Commercial impact, essential services are subject to stringent regulations, 
heavy penalties and severe actions can commence against both SUMO and 
ACN as a result of your behaviour.
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In summary… 

Only customer to provide EIC – no-one else can do this on their behalf
IBO details can never to be used in a customer’s application 
IBO cannot complete application on behalf of customer even if they request 
that you do so
IBO cannot use their mobile number to obtain a 2factor SMS code 
IBO cannot use a customer’s 2factor SMS code to complete a signup 
Signup must be completed by the customer 

Zero tolerance 

Move on to Module 3
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